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Phonics Consolidation &
Reading Support
SERVICE OUTLINE
This service supports children who struggle with phonological
awareness/recognition and reading. It is designed to help teach
children the relationship between letters and sounds and develop
the skills needed to read and write.
Our supportive team can help children to develop and consolidate
reading, listening and learning with phonics practice. The service
covers early literacy skills such as sound /letter recognition and
blending and segmenting words. It also helps children to
understand how letters are linked to sounds.
After a phonics assessment a tailored support programme is
delivered to help the child build confidence and start their reading
journey in a relaxed and fun learning environment. A variety of
resources are used, chosen to suit each child’s needs

Who is the service suitable for?
Children in any school setting can become anxious and worried when they are not
able to make sense of letters and sounds. They can quickly become overwhelmed
during Literacy lessons. They may struggle, lack confidence, and perhaps not make
the desired progress.
This service therefore provides the additional practical support needed for children
to regain their confidence, make learning fun, and enhance their phonological
awareness and early/foundation reading skills.

How is the service offered?
This is available as a 1:1 intervention delivered at home or in school as required.

Fees
Please refer to our Fees and Services document.

About Cathy Darby
SEN Primary Phase Advisor & Sleep Practitioner
Cathy is a member of The British Psychological Society and
qualified from the Open University with an honours degree in
Psychology in 2017. She has worked in education for 22 years
in primary settings and has extensive experience of
supporting parents/carers and children. Cathy has
undertaken a variety of posts including SEN 1:1 Teaching
Assistant, Deputy Special Educational Needs and Disability Coordinator, and Designated Deputy Safeguarding Lead.
Cathy combines her knowledge, skills and understanding of
working with children, parents and outside agencies, with her
passion for supporting the needs of families in a friendly and
supportive manner
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